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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we explain how to use the group properties of parabolic 
equations ZQ = Lu to solve certain perturbed equations wt = (L + P) w by a 
process of quadrature from the former. The perturbations P form a Lie 
algebra B isomorphic to a subalgebra of the algebra 9 corresponding to 
ut = Lu; dim B = dim 9 - 1. In effect second-order elliptic operators are 
divided into equivalence classes; within each class {L(a)} solutions to the 
Cauchy problem ~(a)~ = L(a) ~(a) with fixed data $ (independent of a) can be 
obtained by quadrature from any one solution ~(a,,). 
This should be contrasted with the usual application of Lie groups to 
differential equations; namely, to the discovery of particular solutions. Some 
references for the latter topic are [1, 2, 8, 18-201. The group of the heat 
equation is derived in [l, 161; in [9], though . Incompletely; in [22], after some 
changes of variables. References [12-171 apply the theory to explain the 
phenomenon of separation of variables. 
We are motivated by the following trick. The heat equation, 
au/at = ix4 (D = a/ax) 
is invariant under the transformations x ++ exp(s) X, t tt exp(2s) t, and hence 
if u is any solution (say exp(tD2) 4) so is u(exp(2s) t, exp(s) x); its initial value 
is $(exp(s) x) E exp(sxD) (b. Th is can be summarized by the equation1 
(1) 
1 Another explanation for (l), at a formal Lie-algebraic level, is that the set of mul- 
tiples of D2 is an ideal in the two-dimensional Lie algebra generated by D2 and XD 
(see Table I). Hence elements of the form exp(rD2) form a local normal subgroup 
in the corresponding Lie group, from which (1) follows, except for the determination 
of the coefficient t exp(2.s); this can be accomplished by using the adjoint representa- 
tion. Here exp(rD2) stands not for a semigroup of operators but for a Lie group 
element. 
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(Warning. The exponentials involving LP are merely a symbolic expression 
for the semigroups of operators so generated; exp(sxD) can be regarded in 
this light, but also can be thought of as the usual exponential map of a Lie 
derivative.) 
We use (I) to uncover a one-parameter subgroup of the two-parameter 
(semi)-group 
(t, s) - etD2esxD. 
Using (I), we find that 
(t, s) . (t1 , sl) = (t,e+ + t, s + Sl). 
Some simple manipulations yield the one-parameter subgroup t = 
a(exp(2cr) - l), s = -CY, for constants a and c and subgroup parameter Y. 
Therefore for r 3 0 (a > 0, c > 0) 
is a one-parameter semigroup of operators (on some appropriate function 
space; for example, bounded continuous functions). The formal generator 
is easily computed, with the result 
lim H(y)d) - C 
r.lO Y 
= 2acD2$ - cxD# (4 smooth) 
so (2) implies that the bounded solution to the Cauchy problem for the heat 
equation with linear drift 
8wjat = 2ac(a2w/ax2) - cx(i?w/8x) 
4&x> = 4(x> (bounded) 
(3) 
is w = u(a(1 - exp(-2ct)), exp(-ct) x), where u is the bounded solution to 
the problem 
au/at = a2uia2 
4Ax) = 4(x). 
(This fact is well known.) 
In Section 2 we derive the necessary facts about the group of the diffusion 
equation ut = Lu. The general method is set out in Sections 3 and 4, and 
applied to two examples in Section 5. One of the examples is the trick that 
was just outlined. The paper ends with a short table of perturbation algebras 
in Section 6. 
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We wish to point out that while the trick can be explained systematically 
by our theory, the theory is limited to linear equations, whereas the trick 
is not. For example, one can mimic the above calculations for Burgers’ 
equation 
Ut + WC = u,, , 
invariant under the group s -+ exp(s) u(exp(2s) t, exp(s) x). One finds that 
that w = exp(-ct) u(a(1 - exp(-2ct)), exp(-ct) x) satisfies 
wt = %acw,, - 2acww, - cxw, - cw 
with the same initial data as U. 
2. GROUP OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATION 
The treatment given here differs computationally from the development in 
[ 1,2,20], which is based upon consideration of the line and curvature bundles 
of a manifold; it is similar to the method of [ll]. Let L be a nondegenerate 
elliptic operator 
The coefficients are assumed to be smooth and such that L generates an 
analytic semigroup of operators, denoted exp(tL), for at least small t 3 0, 
on some locally convex space S? of initial functions 4(x), and appropriate 
domain Dam(L). We do not bother to be any more specific because any 
particular choice of the space 3 would space upon the coefficients growth 
restrictions that are (by and large) unnatural as far as the Lie theory is 
concerned. The solution to 
au/at = Lu 
40, 4 = $(x> 
is u = exp(tL) 4. Let the set of solutions to the equation ut = Lu be denoted 
by V. We seek to determine the local Lie transformation group c!? which 
transforms every element of V to another element of V. Actually, it can be 
shown (see [21]) that with the exception of the trivial infinite-dimensional 
subgroup 
u t+ u + any fixed element of V CUE?+-) 
every transformation in 3 is of the form 
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where p E Gr , a transformation group acting on (t, x)-space. In effect G acts 
on V as a “multiplier” representation of G,; see Miller [lo, p. 171 for this 
concept. A typical generator of G will be 
Z == @/at) + ,!3 . ‘T + y id 
where (II, /3, y are functions of (t, x); p . C = 2& a18xa. Correspondingly we 
have a local one-parameter group of solutions (suppressing (t, x)): 
v(s) = exp(sZ) u (small real s). 
This er is the unique solution to the first-order Cauchy problem 
avjas = a(avjat) +p .OV + p 
v(0) = u. 
(6) 
(The theory of characteristics applied to (6) leads to (5) with appropriate 
P = P(S).) 
It follows from the linearity of Eq. (4) that 
!$ 
eSZu - u 
== zu E v- 
s 
and, conversely, that if Zu E V for some first-order partial differential 
operator Z then Z is one of the generators of G. This tells how to compute 
01, /3, y: they must be such that 
implies 
((a/at) - q u = 0 
((a/at) -L) +dt + p . vu + p) = 0. (7) 
Equivalently, 
azjat = [L, z-j (on v) ; (8) 
here aZ/at means C+ a/at + ,& . 0 + y&d; [L, Z] = LZ - ZL. It is ob- 
vious that the operators Z satisfying (8) from a Lie algebra under commu- 
tation. 
PROPOSITION 1. The coeficient LY is independent of x, i.e., 01 = u(t). 
PROPOSITION 2. Every generator Z satisfies an ordinary d@krential equation 
al(azz/atz) + a,~,(az-~z/atz-l) + ... + a& = 0, 
for some constants a, ,..,, a,, and integer 2 ,( dim G. 
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Proofs. From (7) you find that 
ixL%J - L(aLu) + p * V(Lu) - L(/3 . Vu) 
= terms involving spatial derivatives of u of order < 2, 
for all u E Y. Hence in particular, the third-order derivatives occurring on 
the left must add up to zero. A long calculation yields 
In particular, choosing ~(0, X) = #J(X) with 
a34 sol aff au =--- 
axiax,ax, axi ax, ax, at a fixed x0 
we see that (9) at t = 0 reduces to 
A(Va I,,)” = 0 
where A is the quadratic form (at x,,) arising from L. Since A is positive 
definite, Vol must be zero at t = 0 for all x0 . The same is true of V(a%/Z@) at 
all (0, x0), as can be seen by differentiating (9) with respect to t several times. 
Proposition 2 then implies that Vcr is zero for all t > 0. It remains to prove 
Proposition 2. This is obvious, though, because every time derivative of Z 
also satisjies (8) and is hence a possible generator. 
3. GROUP INDUCED ON THE DATA 
If u is a solution to ut - Lu = 0 then so is, at least for small s, exp(sZ)u, 
but with some new data, say R(s) 4, replacing the old data 4, i.e., 
egzetL = etLR(s) on J (10) 
(remember the warning given after Eq. (1)) 
R(s) c$ = I$ v(s) (see (6)). (11) 
We are interested in examining this induced transformation in detail. In 
general R(s) is a continuous linear transformation on S and R(s) d, -+ d, (in S) 
as SL 0 (see (5) and (6)). Also 
etLR(r) R(s) + = dZetLR(s) $ 
= eTZ&etLq$ 
= e(r+s)ZetL$ 
= etLR(r + s) 4 
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so R(r) R(s) = R(r + s) for r, s 2 0. Therefore R(s): s 3 0 has some genera- 
tor n!l 
which can be computed from (6). Consider 
= 9 
es% - u 
S 
s av 
&l-1/ --A, 
t$O s 0 as1 
= lim L 1’ Zv(sI) ds, 
Go s 0 
The limit as s 4 0 exists of and only if 4 E Dam(L), so 
Jq = 40) w + B(O, 4 . w + Y(0, 2) 4 4 E Dam(L). (12) 
Equations (lo), (1 I), and (12) contain the main point, namely, that w, the 
limit as t JO of the transformed solution v(s) = exp(sZ) u, is itself the unique 
solution to the Cauchy problem 
awlas = iww 
40) = 4 
(13) 
with the same data 4 as before. 
Equation (10) should now be written as 
esZetL = etLesM on s?- 
or, equivalently, 
Z& = etL&f on Dam(L). 
(14) 
(15) 
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Recapitulation. To solve (13), which is a parabolic Cauchy problem like 
(4), but with some extra < jkst-order perturbations, you solve (4) first, then 
(6) (this is merely a quadrature), and finally set t = 0. Examples will be 
given in Sections 5 and 6. 
4. THE PERTURBATION ALGEBRA 
Given an elliptic operator L, we inquire as to the character of the set of 
perturbations discussed in the last paragraph, i.e., the lower order perturba- 
tions allowing an integration by quadrature. We show that the perturbations 
form a Lie algebra B (under commutation) of one less dimension than that of 
the algebra of the original group G, i.e., one dimension less than that of the 
algebra of the Z’s. 
First of all, (12) shows that every 2 induces a unique M. On the other hand 
letting t 10 in (8) we find 
[L, Ml = at(O) L + MO, 4 - V + rt(O, x) id 
= another allowable M. 
(16) 
(See the last sentence in the proof of Propositions 1 and 2.) Consequently, if 
M is given but 2 is unknown, all 2 initial time derivatives of 2 can be com- 
puted by repeated bracketing with L. By Proposition 2, Z is thus uniquely 
determined. 
We must show that brackets are preserved in the passage from 2 to M 
and back. Suppose Ml f-f 2, and M, f-f 2, . Then (use (15)) 
etL[M, , MJ $ = etLMIM,+ - etLM,Ml$ 
= ZletLM2+ - Z2etLM,+ 
= ZlZ,etLq5 - ZIZ,etL+ 
= VI , a I.4 
The M’s thus form a Lie algebra A’ isomorphic to that of the 2’s. The 
perturbations (i.e., the residue from (12) when 01(0)L is removed) are them- 
selves elements of the algebra A’ because L E A: in fact L corresponds to the 
generator 2 = a/at, which generates a time translation and is always allowed 
because the coefficients of L do not depend on t. Finally, B is obviously 
closed under the bracket, as the commutator of two < first-order differential 
operators, while in A, cannot contain a second-order term or(O)L. This 
completes the proof. 
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We now give a method for computing the perturbation algebra directly, 
without first computing the group G (or equivalently, the Z’s). Of course, to 
carry out the quadratures, G must eventually be computed. But it is nice to 
have a quick way of finding the allowed perturbations. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose the coefJicients of L to be analytic. -3 ,<Jirst-order 
d@vntial operator P, is in the algebra 9 if and only ;f there is a sequence of 5; 
&t-order difJerentia1 operators PI , Pz ,.,. and constants Al , AZ ,... such that 
[L, P?ll = ALL + P?L,l n > 0, 
and C A,tk/k! and C P,t”lk! converge at least for small t. 
Proof. If P,, E B then (17) follows from (16) and (12). In this case 
A, = a(n+l)(O) 
P n+l = ,P+l)(O, x) * V + y(n+l)(O, x) id. 
Since 2 is analytic, the indicated series do converge. 
In the converse direction, define 
Multiplying (17) by t* and summing over n > 0 we find 
k, 1 P,(t”/n!)] = (x Ut”ln!)jL + C P,+l(Wn!) 
which on V (see (8)) can be written 
[L, Z] = z/at (on 9) 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. You can see that not only P,, , but every P, (n > 0) is in 8. 
EXAMPLE. Heat equation, L = a2/ax2 = D2. If h and k are functions of x 
then 
[L, hD + k] = 2h’L + (h” + 2k’) D + k”. 
Thus 2h’ must be a constant. At the next iteration we see that 2(2R’)’ must be 
constant. Thereafter there are no restrictions. Thus the perturbations are of 
the form (ax + b) D + (cx” + dx + e) id, i.e., 9’ is five-dimensional and 
generated by {I, x, x2, xD, D}. The multiplication table of &Y is 
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TABLE I 
1 x X2 D XD 02 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
x 0 0 0 -1 -x -20 
X2 0 0 0 -2x _- 2x2 -2-4xD 
D 0 1 2x 0 D 0 
XD 0 X 2x2 -D 0 -2D2 
Da 0 20 2 + 4xD 0 2D2 0 
It follows that one can solve 
awjat = (iYw/~x2) + (ax + b) (awjax) + (cx” + dx + e) w 
by a process of quadrature from solutions of the heat equation. This process 
will be carried out in the next paragraph. The algebra 9 seems to be related 
to work of Hida in [4, 51. See also Miller [16]. 
Remark. It is natural to ask whether, by repeated applications of this 
procedure, one can enlarge the class of perturbations. The answer is in the 
negative, i.e., if P E 9, then perturbation algebra corresponding to L + P is 
still only 8. The proof is a simple application of Proposition 3. 
5. FOURIER-MEHLER TRANSFORM 
To illustrate the method by which perturbed equations are solved by 
quadrature, we now work out two examples arising from the heat equation 
z+ = D2u. The first example will be the systematic explanation of the trick 
given in the Introduction. The second is the derivation of the Fourier- 
Mehler transform, as defined in Hida [4, 51. 
It is necessary to work out the group of the heat equation (L = 0”). As this 
is done in references cited in the Introduction we will be brief. The method 
of (7) yields the following equations 
having solutions 
Olt - 2pz = 0 
Bt - Am - %4x = 0 
Yt - Ym = 0 
a. = a + 2bt + 4ctz 
j3 = d + 2ft + bx + Gtx 
y=g+fx+2ct+CX2; 
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correspondingly, 
M = @/i3x2) + (d + bx) (ajax) + (g + fx $- cx”) id. 
Table II gives a description of G through one-parameter subgroups. 
TABLE II 
z 
ajat 
2t(a/at + x(ajax) 
ajax 
1 
zt(apx) + x 
4t*(a/at)+4tx(ajax)+xz 
v(s) = orbit of a solution u 
u(t + s, x) 
u(Pt, esx) 
u(t, x + s) 
e%(t, x) 
u(t, x + 2st)e82t+sz 
4(tl(l-44), Ml - WN 
x (p*/(l--lsly~ -4&-‘/a) 
invariant solution 
linear function of x 
Gaussian distribution 
function = Jg 
constant 
zero 
Gaussian kernel g 
Cl&! + cd 
It seems worthwhile to explain how invariant solutions can be computed 
easily. Take, for example, the next to last subgroup in Table II. If a solution 
is invariant under this subgroup, its initial value is independent of s, so 
(reading off the second column) +(x) eSz = 4(x), which implies C(X) = constant 
times Dirac delta, hence u = constant times Gaussian kernel. The other 
invariant solutions could be found in a similar manner. 
Let us now carry out the first example. We want to solve (3) so 
M = 2acD2 - cxD 
2 = (2ac - 2ct) (a/i%) - cx(a/&) and w(s) = es% 
has to be computed by solving 
&/i?s = (2ac - 2ct) (h/at) - cx(&7/&) 
w(0) = u 
where ut = D%, ~(0, x) = C+(X). The solution, obtained by the method of 
characteristics, is 
w(s) = u(f(s), Z(s)) 
where t” and 5 are the solutions of 
dfjds = 2ac - 2cf 
dZ/ds = -cZ 
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satisfying the initial condition f(O) = t, 32(O) = X. The solutions are 
i(s) = te-zcs + a(1 - e-acs) 
Z(s) = e+x. 
Finally, the solution to (3) (with s tf t) is 
w(s) = v(s) It-0 = u(a(l - evzcs), cc8x) 
as we found previously. 
Until now all parameters have been real. For the last example, which 
the author found in Hida’s papers [4, 51, we try to solve 
aw i a%8 
at= 
---- 
2 ax2 ; (1 - x") w ZE Mw 
We have a perturbation of the Schrodinger equation rather than the heat 
equation. The setup is as in the previous example: 
Z = (- -& + 2it2) g + 2ixt 2 + (- i + it + i $-) id 
df L + 2if2, 
x=- 2 
with 5(O) = x, i(0) = t. It is helpful to notice that fa/(4i2 - 1) is an invariant 
of this system. The solutions are 
f = t - (i/2) tan s 
1 - 2it tan s 
f= x 
cos s - 2it sin s * 
The solution to 
avlas = ZV 
v(0) = 24 
is given by the method of characteristics as 
where (at t = 0) 
v(s) = e-A(s)u(i(s), S(s)) 
A(s) = (i/2) lS (1 - 2i(r) - Z”(Y)} dr 
= (is/2) + & log cos s - (k2/2) tan s. 
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This gives 
= (?(I - @))-l/2 jR e (rr_llz)/(Pitansl--~uj(isins) 4(y) dy. 
The last formula is obtained by substitution in the usual Gaussian convolu- 
tion formula for the solution to the heat equation. It makes sense for $ EL~( R), 
as explained by Kato [7, p. 4941. Note that at time s = 7r/2, w becomes the 
Fourier transform of 4. The full w is the Fourier-Mehler transform of 
6. A SHORT TABLE OF ALGEBRAS 
We conclude with a short table of perturbation algebras. 
These algebras were computed by the method of Proposition 3. The third 
example (L = ~0~) can be used to simplify some calculations in [3, 61. Note 
that we have applied the method to some degenerate operators; the assumption 
that L is nondegenerate evidently can be relaxed. 
TABLE III 
L Generators of B 
02 xD,D,1,x,x2 
D,= + D,” ~,D,i~,D,,x,D,--x,D,,D,,D,,x,,x,,1,x~~~x~~ 
xD2 x, xD, 1 
x2D2 xlogxD, xD, logx, (log x)~, 1 
x3D2 xD, x-l, 1 
t?“D2 D, cs , 1 
03 + x3 1 
Note added in proof. After this paper was written we became aware of work of 
S. Steinberg (“Applications of the Lie-algebraic formulas of Baker, Campbell, Haus- 
dorff and Zassenhaus to the calculation of explicit solutions of partial differential 
equations,” Univ. of New Mexico, Technical Report No. 314, October 1975) which 
deals with similar problems but with an emphasis on rearranging exponentials as in 
Section 1. 
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